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News & Highlights

Editor’s Note
The day before I wrote this note, the
second presidential debate had just
taken place. It opened with a question
from a college student. Concerned
about finding his first job, he asked
the candidates about his prospects.
By now the election is over, but that
same question remains for many
Winona State students and their
families. It’s particularly important to
students approaching graduation.
While they’ll soon be armed with their
degrees, they’re also aware that the
average WSU student borrows about
$31,000. Job or no job, the repayment reminders will arrive with the
next day’s mail (although the loan
default rate for WSU students is the
lowest in the state).
That was on our minds as we planned
the Winter 2012 issue. It features
young alumni at varying stages of
their work and lives. They’re the
teachers, account managers, nurses,
even a NASA physicist, who make
up the backbone of our communities. Some have taken a conventional
path; others have been creative in
finding and sustaining their careers.
All of their stories are compelling and
inspirational.
Share your own stories about work
and life with your fellow alumni.
Submit your class notes, career
milestones, and family news online at
winona.edu/currents.
Brett Ayers, Editor
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Aloha to
Newly Named Kirkland Hall
Winona State’s newest residence hall got a name change in early September. Kirkland
Hall, a 200-bed residence hall along Mark Street, was dedicated with a Hawaiianthemed event. The residence hall was named for Melvin and Lois Kirkland, lifelong
educators whose $1.25 million scholarship gift is among the most generous in WSU
Foundation history. The Kirklands taught in the Seattle public schools before retiring
to Hawaii in 1979.

Best Bets
Another year. Another set of top rankings
for Winona State. U.S. News & World
Report’s 2013 edition of “Best Colleges”
named ranked WSU second among public
universities in Minnesota in the Midwest
category of “Best Regional Universities.”
The university is ranked seventh overall in
Minnesota, fifteenth among publics in the
Midwest, and as the 58th regional university in the Midwest, up from 62nd in 2012.
U.S. News & World Report ranks more
than 1,600 schools nationwide, based on
a set of up to sixteen widely accepted
indicators of excellence.

The Princeton Review, a
nationally known education
services company, has also
ranked Winona State as “Best in the
Midwest.” It’s the ninth straight year that
WSU has received the designation. Rankings are based on student opinion data
on several issues, from accessibility of
professors to the quality of campus food.
The U.S. News rankings are available
online at: www.usnews.com/colleges
For The Princeton Review rankings:
www.princetonreview.com/bestregional-colleges.aspx

Still Writing
Two emeritus professors of English have been active after
their retirements from Winona State.
Emilio DeGrazia was named the
2012 poet laureate of the City of
Winona. The poet laureate promotes
poetry in Winona by holding public
readings, poetry workshops, and
other literary events.

DNP Program Stands Alone
Winona State’s stand-alone Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP)
will admit its first class in Fall 2013.
A new title for
professor emeritus
Emilio DeGrazia

DeGrazia taught at WSU for 33 years,
retiring in 2002. During his career, he
won numerous awards and fellowships, including a
Minnesota Book Award. He also works with many
arts and literary organizations.
Kent Cowgill has released a new
collection of short stories titled
Sunlit Riffles and Shadowed Runs
(University of Wisconsin Press).
His sixteen stories offer richly
developed and engaging portraits of characters from all walks
of life, all absorbed by fly-fishing.
Cowgill, an avid outdoorsman,
has authored three other books
and has written for numerous
publications. In 2010 he won
Fly Rod & Reel’s Traver Award
for distinguished fiction.

The university has offered the DNP program since 2007 as part
of a consortium of four schools but was recently approved by
the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) and Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) System to offer the DNP as
a stand-alone program.
Baccalaureate or master’s level nurses can gain advanced
clinical and leadership competencies and enroll in one of several program areas for nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists, or nursing and organizational leaders. Ideal candidates for
the post-master’s DNP are nurses in leadership or management
roles, clinical nurse specialists, or nurse practitioners.
WSU will accept applications for its DNP program
in December 2012 for classes starting in Fall 2013.
For more information go to the website at:
www.winona.edu/DNP/index.asp.

A new book for former
professor Kent Cowgill

Cracking the Code
Mingrui Zhang, professor of computer
science, received the Undergraduate
Research Mentoring Award from the
National Center for Women & Information Technology for his creation of highquality research opportunities, recruitment of women and minority students,
and encouraging undergrad students in
computing-related fields. Known for his
advocacy for women entering research
programs, his students have received
several awards for their research.

Want more Winona State news?
Follow the WSU News Blog. www.winona.edu/news
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Athletic News
Family Connections

Chops Hancock

Football player Austin Opfer continues his parents’ Warrior tradition

W

inona State University is known for its
tightly knit family atmosphere. That’s partly because
multiple generations have attended and earned
their degrees here. With a line of great athletes, it’s
inevitable that the family traditions would continue
into the Warriors’ athletics program. Austin Opfer,
a redshirt freshman linebacker from Springfield,
Missouri, is continuing his family’s legacy of Winona
State athletic greatness.
Son of former football standout Scott Opfer ’84, a
2003 Athletic Hall of Fame inductee, and Tracy
Opfer ’85, Winona State gymnast and 1995 Hall of
Fame inductee, Austin initially chose Winona State
for many reasons beyond his family’s athletic past.
“When I actually came here and saw how beautiful
the campus was and the general hospitality
I received, I was sold,” said Austin.

By Erin Cochran ’13

Scott was a linebacker and one of the leaders of a
football team that won the Warriors’ first conference
championship in more than 20 years and a league
championship in 1983. He earned NAIA All-District
honors as well as All-Northern Intercollegiate Conference honors.
During her years on the Warriors gymnastics team,
Tracy was a member of the 1984-85 NAIA national
championship team and the first WSU gymnast to
earn NCAA All-American honors. She claimed AllAmerica honors for three consecutive seasons from
1982 to 1985 and earned a total of six individual
All-America mentions.
“Tracy and I met at WSU, but in between school
and sports there wasn’t much time for hanging out,”
said Steve. “Since we were both athletes, loved
sports, and she watched ESPN even more than me,
I figured I better find a way to close that deal before
she got away.”
Athletics have always been a huge part of the Opfer
family. Although they’ve never forced any of their
children into sports, it’s been a natural part of the
family dynamic.

“It’s pretty cool to know that
I was here as a child and now
I’m here actually suiting up
and playing.”
4
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“I’ve been playing football since I was a little kid
and my parents used to bring me to Winona State
games,” said Austin. “It’s pretty cool to know that I
was here as a child and now I’m here actually suiting
up and playing.”
Scott couldn’t be more proud his son is continuing
on the Warrior spirit.
“We let all of our kids make their own choices when
it came to where they would continue their education. I did strategically save the WSU visit for last,
because I knew he was going to really love Coach
[Tom] Sawyer and the school.” Scott and Sawyer, the
head Warriors’ head football coach, played together
when they were students at WSU.
Along with the Opfers, there are four other current
players whose fathers also played at WSU: Tyler
Speer, son of Hall of Fame member Steve ’86; Rick
Lilla, son of Richard; Derek Smidt, son of Doyle ’86;
and Jack Ihrke, son of Bill ’87.
Jack Ihrke’s grandfather, Ahrley, also played for
the Warriors and is a member of the Athletic Hall
of Fame.
“There’s a strong sense of tradition here. It’s a
great atmosphere to coach and to have
these great guys on the

field,” said Sawyer, whose
son, Tommy, also hit the gridiron for the Warriors.
“We want our kids to have the
same experience we had,”
said Scott Opfer. “It’s great to
see the kids mature and play
at a higher level, while the old
dogs get to hang out telling
old Warrior war stories.”
“The games last only minutes,
but the memories last forever so you really have to
enjoy the journey. That’s my hope for my son.”
Austin echoed his father’s thoughts. “I really just
want to have as much fun as I can and make some
unforgettable memories during my years at Winona
State, stories that I can tell my old children about
and inspire them.”

Warrior football is a
family tradition for these
former players and their
sons: Steve ’86 and son
Tyler Speer, Doyle ’86 and
Derek Smidt, Scott ’84 and
Austin Opfer, Richard and
Rick Lilla, Tom ’83/’89 and
Tommy Sawyer, and Bill ’87
and Jack Ihrke.

When asked about his own children following in the
family tradition, Austin was optimistic that the tradition would continue. “I’m sure I’ll bring my kids back
to the field like my parents did with me. I’m sure
they’ll fall in love with the great school that’s part of
our family.”

For the Opfer family –
and several other WSU families –
athletics and Hall of Fame
membership is a family tradition.
WSU Currents • Winter 2012
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Philanthropy News
The Benefactor Recognition Dinner and Scholarship Breakfast
on September 14 and 15 recognized those who generously
contribute to Winona State University through the WSU Foundation.
Following are just some of the reasons our benefactors support our
mission and find WSU worthy of their support.

WSU Foundation’s
Newest Honorees:
the Medallion Society
Benefactor Weekend also marked
the inaugural year of a new tribute
to our benefactors: the Medallion
Society. More than 150 individuals
and organizations were inducted
into the WSU Foundation’s
newest cumulative giving society
on September 14.
Inspired by the Presidential
Medallion, a gift from WSU
students in 1968, the Medallion
Society honors benefactors who
display the deepest commitment
to strengthening higher
education, furthering the
university mission, and inspiring
philanthropy in those they touch.
Read more about the
Medallion Society and its
inaugural members in the
Donor Honor Roll, included in
this issue of Currents.

“We choose to give to the WSU Foundation because we want to

help preserve and enhance the same high quality education
that has enriched the lives and careers of three generations
of our family.”
Lee Loerch ’63 & Ione Loerch ’78
“HBC gives because the university is an important and
powerful economic engine. With state funding steadily
shrinking, private support is needed to preserve the vitality.”
Gary Evans
HBCI, Inc.

“I give back because scholarships, years ago, helped me
attend college. Now I want to create an opportunity for
current students to attend an excellent university.”
Marilyn Schwab

“I give back to WSU because my wife Donna, a former
elementary school teacher, believed that every child needs
a good education to meet the needs of our complex world
of the future.”
Eugene W. Lundberg ’60

“We give back to Winona State because we strongly believe
that a good education is the most precious gift we can give
to children.”
Charles Mettille ’50 & Anita Mettille ’53
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Risks Rewarded
This year’s Distinguished Young
Alumna, Echo Huang ’95, shines
in the financial world

W

By Margaret Cox

hen Echo Huang ’95 arrived alone
in the United States from China, she was
more excited than scared. Just 20 years
old, Huang had already been through
plenty of adversity and was ready to embark on her American dream. Little did
she know that her journey would take
her through the halls of Winona State
University and on to a successful career
in financial services.

Even as a child, Huang was aware that
education was the key to a better life.
Her parents were both college educated teachers, sent to work in China’s
rural villages without running water or
electricity. For the first eight years of her
life, Huang lived with her mother and
two sisters, while her father worked in a
neighboring village.
“It was very unusual to have both parents
college educated,” says Huang. “Even
though we lived apart, I recognized that
I was a fortunate kid in a very
poor place.”
Eventually, the family moved to Shenzhen,
a major city in southern China located in
a designated “Special Economic Zone”
with modern day conveniences and
more educational opportunities. Rather
than attending high school, Huang
earned an accounting diploma at the
age of 17.
Shortly thereafter, she secured a coveted
job with the Bank of China, earning
more than her parents did as teachers.
Despite her success, Huang dreamed of
coming to the United States to further
her education, and patiently awaited the
opportunity.

Steve Woit Photography
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Family time with
daughter Nina and
husband Dan Brown is
important for Huang.

New Arrival

Huang worked hard and saved her money for three
years. Her uncle, already in the U.S. and working as
a chemist at the University of Idaho, advised her to
study for the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL). In order to give her best efforts to the
exam, which evaluates the ability to use and understand the English language in an academic setting,
Huang left her enviable job and studied for four
months in Guangzhou, capitol of Guangdong
Province. “Quitting my job was shocking to my
colleagues and friends,” explains Huang, “but it
was the right decision.”
A few months later, Huang stood in line at the U.S.
Embassy in Guangzhou for hours, watching as the
visa requests of many people were rejected. When it
was her turn to interview, she explained her passion for finance and accounting, and the efforts she
made to learn English. Her enthusiasm and preparation paid off: she was granted a student visa that day.

Getting Started
On January 11, 1992, Huang traveled to the U.S.
with just $800 in her pocket. She settled with her
uncle’s family and enrolled as a finance major at
the University of Idaho. During her freshman year,
she learned about a program available through the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system
that allowed resident tuition for international students who were willing to share their culture while
maintaining high grades. Huang applied and was
accepted to Winona State University. She packed
her bags again and moved to Minnesota, alone.

8
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During her time at WSU, Huang worked on
campus at many different jobs in order to graduate
without debt. She also switched her major to
accounting when she learned of the stable job
market in the field.
“The courses I took in accounting and business
provided a great start for career, and I learned
something from every job that helps me in what
I do today,” says Huang. “If I had to do it over
again, I wouldn’t work as much, and I would have
taken more courses in communication or counseling. When it gets down to building client relationships, ‘soft skills’ mean much more than number
crunching.”
Following graduation in 1995, Huang worked as
a cost accountant, an auditor, and as a senior tax
specialist for high net worth clients. Along the way,
she qualified as a Certified Public Accountant.
Eventually, she decided that accounting was not her
calling. Instead, she was drawn to personal financial
planning and obtained her Certified Financial Planner designation. “It’s important to be adaptable,”
says Huang. “If you know you don’t like something,
then change it!”

“I learned something

High Risk,

High Reward

Starting from scratch was nothing new to Huang,
so she decided to make a major transition in her
career path. In 2000, she left the traditional accounting world and joined an accounting firm that
was establishing a new division: wealth management services, or, financial planning and investment
management for high net worth clientele. In less
than three years, Huang was managing $20 million
in investments on behalf of her clients.
Fueled by her success, she left the company and
launched her own firm. It was high risk, but also
high reward. Once again, Huang started from
scratch and built a formidable book of business,
all while starting a family of her own.

Right Choices
Despite her work schedule, Huang focuses on
the things that are most important to her, such as
spending time with her husband and daughter. In
addition, she enjoys competitive ballroom dancing,
playing piano, and providing her expertise to the
China AIDS Orphan Fund, a charity she helped
found in 2003. She enjoys returning to WSU to see
the beautiful campus and the many changes with
technology.
Today, she is more confident than ever that she
made the right choices throughout her life, including the decision to come to WSU. “It’s the right college for a reasonable price, which is why it has been
ranked among America’s 100 Best College Buys,”
says Huang. “I am so appreciative of my education
at Winona State University.”

After her daughter, Nina, was born, Huang realized that she needed to either hire more people or
merge with another company in order to maintain
a high level of service to her clients. In 2005, she
merged her business with The Advocate Group in
Minnetonka, Minnesota, which provides investment
and financial planning services to many executives
from Fortune 500 companies.
Huang follows a six-step process to helping her
clients meet their goals through proper management of their financial resources. “It’s rewarding
to gain the trust of clients and help them follow
through on recommendations,” explains Huang.
“Money can be a powerful force. When managed
well, it can do great things.”

The multi-faceted Huang,
pictured here at the 2011
Twin Cities Open with Jay
Larson, is also a competitive
ballroom dancer.

from every job” says Huang.

“That helps me in what I do today.”
WSU Currents • Winter 2012
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Gillian Key ’07

never thought she would be working in
big-market television. Not this soon.
And not producing a morning news show.

She’s one of three producers for “KARE 11 Sunrise” in Minneapolis. Key runs the
4:30-5 a.m. segment which she helped launch in June. Her day starts at 11 p.m. and she
works right up until airtime tracking breaking news, determining content, writing stories,
and updating the show’s website.
“I knew I wanted to be in broadcasting,” Key says when she recalls working on newscasts
in the old Howell Hall while a student. “I like to be in-the-know and share information
with people.”
She didn’t see herself in front of the camera, however. Key turned an internship at
KARE 11 into an entry-level job as overnight assignment editor and, because she was
already at the studio, helped out with the Saturday morning news show.
A year on the daytime assignment desk followed. When a position opened on “Sunrise,”
Key jumped at the chance. “I put in the extra elbow grease,” says Key. “Sunrise” is number
one in its market and was recently nominated for an Upper Midwest Emmy in the daytime
news category.
“I love it when the show is done,” says Key.
“But the next day starts with a blank slate.
That’s the news business.”

“I like to be in-the-know
and share information with people.”

Steve Woit Photography

OUT OF
THIS WORLD

By Shari Kiple

Soon after graduating from Winona State, Brian From ’07 landed a job at NASA
working with simulators and training flight controllers for the Space Shuttle program.
Today, he works at Goddard Space Flight Center training satellite controllers for its
next Landsat satellite, which is scheduled to launch Feb. 11, 2013.

Looking
skyward
From has lived many places (two
dozen at last count) but spent
much of his childhood in the Twin
Cities area.
“Because I moved around so much
growing up, it prepared me to go
where my dreams would take me,”
he says, “and I wanted my dreams to
take me to NASA.”
After completing general education
classes at a technical college, From
transferred to Winona State. It was a
single decision with an exponential
impact.

12
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“I always knew I wanted to study
physics,” says From, who also minored
in mathematics, “but I didn’t want a
school with gigantic classes.”
With upper-level classes averaging
only ten students, Winona State was
the perfect fit. “I was challenged more
within small classes, and I’ve been
competitive with students from larger
programs, but I wasn’t a face in the
crowd,” he shares. “That was important
to me.”

Systems
check
While taking a full class load, From
also tutored for numerous Winona
State courses in chemistry, physics,
and math. This experience made his
resume stand out.
“When a place like NASA hires
people to do technical training, it’s not
enough to have a physics or engineering degree,” he explains. “NASA is
looking for teaching experience.”
Thankfully, he had tutored for three
different departments.
“One of my favorite jobs was through
Winona State’s general walk-in
program, so I was tutoring for math,
physics, and chemistry all at the same
time,” says From. “It often involved
working on the fly because I never
knew what might happen next.”

“As hectic as it sounds to
be jumping all over the
place and teaching
people to solve their
problems, I loved it,”
he shares. “I couldn’t
do it for them, but I
had to coach them to
figure it out for themselves. That helped me
immensely for my career at
NASA.”

Career
countdown
Personal attention from Winona
State’s professors also shaped From’s
career. “I give so much credit to my
Winona State professors for teaching
me the skills I have today,” he says.
His number one influence? Nathan
Moore, professor of physics. “He
wanted to push each one of us, but
I’d never had expectations like that
before,” shares Brian. “He challenged
the heck out of me, and the first grade
I earned from him was only a ‘C,’ but it
was the hardest earned grade I ever
received. More than anything, he
taught me to never back down.”
By his senior year, he was earning
straight “As” and received the Physics
Department’s nomination for WSU’s
School of Science & Engineering
Award, which was perhaps as meaningful as his graduation diploma.

Liftoff
From’s first employer found him
through an online source, urging him
to apply as an instructor for NASA’s
Space Shuttle program in Houston.
Following a “gauntlet of interviews,”
From was offered his first dream job as
a Shuttle communications training instructor, expertly trained as a network
simulations specialist (or SIMNET, as
it’s known at NASA). His main responsibility? Training flight controllers and
personnel in the NASA communications network.
“When I got to Houston, I was surrounded by people who had dreamed
their whole lives of working for NASA,
just as I had,” he says. Following extensive training, which he completed
in record time, From was prepared to
train flight controllers for the Space
Shuttle missions, a job he held until
early 2011 when only two Shuttle
missions remained.

WSU Currents • Winter 2012
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Re-entry
“Since I had realized there were
only a couple years left in the
Shuttle program, I knew I couldn’t
do that forever,” recalls From, “but
I knew I wanted to stay at NASA.”
He was soon moved to the International Space Station program,
where his new job involved
working with astronaut crews to
manage logistics, including food,
oxygen, fuel, and waste.
“Every few months the crew would
come down and a new one would
go up,” he explains, “so one of the
highlights for me was educating
the new crew on what to expect.”
Since this role involved only limited
training, From knew he wanted
to do more. “My personal calling
is education. Teaching people,” he
says. “I wanted to do what I loved.”

New
mission
After receiving a lead from a former
co-worker, From applied for an
opportunity that would once again
involve training, this time for

satellite controllers at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center. The fit
was ideal, and the job was his.
As simulation director, From now
trains controllers for the Landsat
8 satellite, which is scheduled to
launch February 11, 2013. The
satellite, in its first launch since
1999, will orbit 438 miles above the
Earth’s surface in the thinnest part
of the atmosphere. From says that
Landsat 8 will be the first satellite using a quantam well infrared
photodetector, which will be used
to create a thermal image of the
planet.
“It’s definitely crunch time. We’re
doing our ‘full up’ training simulations, but instead of data coming
from the real thing, it’s coming
from a simulator,” he says. “We’re
doing everything we can to prepare satellite controllers so they
know how to function, what to
expect, where to turn if there’s a
problem.”

Inspiring
tradition
Since 1972, the Landsat program
has involved a series of Earthobserving satellite missions jointly
managed by Goddard and the U.S.
Geological Survey. As NASA’s longest running satellite program, it is
the source for many of the earliest
(as well as the most current) images of what Earth looks like.
“Landsat satellites have been going
up for 40 years,” notes From. “It’s an
incredible tradition.” And that tradition is part of what drew him to
NASA when he was just a child.
“To me,” he says, “one of the greatest things about the U.S. space
program is the overall benefit to
all of mankind. NASA does things
purely for understanding our world
and everything about it.”
“It gets to the core of knowledge
for the intrinsic value of learning
and knowing. It inspires people to
dream of doing the kind of work
that I do.”
Read more about From’s work at
the Goddard Space Flight Center:
www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard

NASA
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Sarah is a regular contributor
to the magazine.
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Social worker
Rachel Bobren ’04

Still volunteering,
exploring, and
giving back to
the world.
By Shari Kiple

W

hen Rachel Bobren ’04 came to Winona State Univesity,
she never imagined she’d travel to four countries in
two years.

“I had no interest in study abroad,” says the Schaumburg, Illinois,
native, “until I saw pictures from a friend’s trip and thought, ‘I want
to travel, too.’”
Travel she has. Bobren toured New Zealand, Australia, and Fiji
through WSU’s Pacific Challenge course. She also studied social
welfare in Bangladesh with six other students and Ruth Charles and
Cathy Faruque, professors with whom she still connects.
Touring Bangladesh schools and neighborhoods, Bobren found
herself face-to-face with real poverty. “When you’re in a situation
like that, all your senses are overwhelmed by your experience. That’s
what I appreciate about being in places that are so different.”
Maybe that’s why she volunteered as a social worker at an Alabama
homeless shelter for a year after her graduation. Or why she served
children in Nicaragua. Or why she spent two summers teaching
English at an international peace camp in China.
“You learn about yourself when you stretch beyond your comfort
zone,” she says.
When pursuing her master of social work degree from the University
of Illinois at Chicago, Bobren realized Winona State had instilled a
strong education and inspired confidence to strive for lofty goals.
After interning in Chicago, she landed her dream job as the social
worker for nearby Schaumburg Public Schools – a suburban district
with students representing 77 countries.
To help children develop positive identities and learn about one
another, she launched Multicultural Week, inviting students, families,
and community members to talk about their cultures, share food
from their countries, and display artifacts from their homelands.
Festivities have improved awareness at her school and allowed
Bobren to connect her passion for different cultures with her
pursuit to help others.
“I’ve wanted to be a school social worker since I was fifteen, and
I’m grateful Winona State helped make that possible,” she says.
“Now I’m always trying to improve. I’m still volunteering, exploring
new places, and giving back to the world.”
A world she knows first-hand because Winona State challenged her
to explore it.
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ANDY ROSS ’06

moves in the fast-paced
world of advertising. He recently joined the A-list agency Olson in Minneapolis
after a couple of years honing his craft on the world’s biggest advertising stage:
New York City. The Winona State marketing graduate talks about the role of the
account supervisor, working with the world’s biggest brands, and what really drew
him back to his native Minnesota.
I cut my teeth at Harvest Moon Advertising in La Crosse. I had no
advertising experience so had to learn every aspect of the business: planning,
creative, writing, media, budgets, building relationships.
New York was a big adventure. Moving to Bartle Bogle Hegarty gave me
the opportunity to hone my craft at a big firm. I worked with Google Chrome and
Axe personal care products, two of the most recognized brands in the world.
I guess Minneapolis is my true north. It’s at the center of the advertising
universe in many respects. Olson is giving me similar opportunities to work with
some of the biggest names in multiple industries.
Account supervisors play quarterback within an agency. I try to see
the big picture and connect the dots between strategy, creative, and execution.


Account supervisors
play quarterback
within an agency. I
try to see the big
picture and connect
the dots between
strategy, creative,
and execution.

My wife and I started to miss the little things. New York is incredible,
but you’d be surprised about how much you miss driving a car. Or an apartment
with a bedroom.
What really sold me on Olson? It had to be the view overlooking Target Field
from the top floor of our offices. I’ve always been a diehard Twins fan.
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Open
Door

Tim Coleman ’11 finds his
path to a career in teaching

By Margaret Cox

Steve Woit Photography
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hen asked about his
job, it’s difficult for Tim
Coleman ’11 to contain
his enthusiasm. A wellknown teacher in the halls of Gage
Elementary School in Rochester,
Minnesota, Coleman holds a master’s
in education and a big place in his
heart for students.
“This is where it’s at!” exclaims
Coleman. “While the students
are here, we make the eight
hours count.”
A Rochester native, Coleman grew
up playing and coaching basketball
and baseball but never considered
teaching as a profession. While
studying at Rochester Community
and Technical College, he learned
about the 2+2 Program, which allows
students who have completed two
years of technical college to pursue a
bachelor’s degree from Winona State
University.
Drawing on the positive experiences
he had as a coach, Coleman decided
to major in education. He applied for
the program and, once accepted,
focused his efforts on learning how to
teach in an elementary school setting.

Opportunity Knocks

“The Graduate Induction Program was
a great opportunity and really opened
the door for me,” says Coleman. “All I
had to do was walk through it.”
The Graduate Induction Program
combines full-time placement in a
school setting, mentoring by a clinical
supervisor, and weekly seminar
courses to position the participant for
a MS degree. Participants are paid a
small stipend and tuition is waived for
32 graduate credits.
In Coleman’s case, Kris Guy served
as a constant source of support by
answering his questions, offering
advice on lesson plans, and providing
positive feedback on his daily
classroom activities. In addition,
seminars led by Nancy Eckerson and
Maggie Hoody, education professors
at WSU-Rochester, helped Coleman
understand important techniques,
such as teaching to diverse learners
and creating culturally relevant
lessons.
Each of the twelve participants who
entered the program with Coleman
was hired for full-time teaching
positions. “It’s kind of like a job
interview that lasts an entire year,”
explains Coleman.

During his senior year, Coleman did an “The chances of getting hired full-time
after the program are overwhelmingly
extensive field placement at Riverside
in your favor. The school knows
Elementary and Friedell Middle
exactly who you are, and you know
School, experiences that solidified his
exactly what you’re getting into.”
career choice as a teacher. “I built a
lot of strong relationships with the staff
and the students,” says Coleman. “It
Success Answers
was clear I was on the right path.”
Today, Coleman feels fully prepared to
teach the diverse student population
To further build on his knowledge
at Gage Elementary. He enjoys getting
and skills, Coleman applied for the
to know individual students and their
Graduate Induction Program, an
families, and finds that each one has a
intensive program of coursework
unique background and set of abilities
and field components designed for
that they bring to the classroom.
licensed educators to earn a master’s
degree in education within a year.

For Coleman, it is especially rewarding
to build on these relationships and
make a positive, long-lasting impact
on the lives of his students. “The job
isn’t 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,” says Coleman.
“We’re here for the students, to
provide them with a safe and
welcoming environment that’s jampacked with learning. My goal every
day is to provide first-class education
so these kids can be successful
in life.”
Occasionally, Coleman returns to
Winona State and its Rochester
campus to encourage undergraduates
to explore teaching as a career. “I like
to tell students that I was sitting in their
spot one or two years ago,” he says
with a chuckle.
“It’s true, the program pushes you,
but the end result is there if you work
hard. I’m a direct example of that.
Look where I am now!”
Coleman is quick to acknowledge the
support of instructors, supervisors,
family, and friends who helped him
achieve his goal. “The door was
opened by Winona State University,
and I was able to walk through it with
the support and guidance of a great
group of people.”

Coleman says that longtime educator and WSU
Distinguished Alumnus Barney Fox ’54 influenced
his decision to teach.
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To borrow a phrase from sports,

LAURA INGVALSON ’05/’10
is a utility player in the nursing profession.

She works in the nursing float pool at Gundersen
Lutheran Medical Center in La Crosse, Wisconsin.
That means that she’s caring for patients in the Critical Care Unit on one 12-hour shift, and on another
she’s immersed in the fast-paced environment of the
emergency room.
“I was the only new graduate who was hired as a critical care float pool RN,” says Ingvalson, who earned
both her undergraduate and master’s degrees at
Winona State. “I enjoy the change of pace and I get to
practice the full range of my skills.”
Despite an intense schedule, Ingvalson is also a
member of the adjunct clinical nursing faculty at
Winona State. She says that’s where her variety of
skills comes in handy as she teaches the basics to
students who are just beginning their professions.

<
“

“I’ve always enjoyed learning,” says Ingvalson. “It’s
rewarding to teach what I’ve learned and help shape
the future of the profession.”

It’s rewarding to teach
what I’ve learned
and help shape
the future of
the profession.

”
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Class Notes
1950s

Kathryn “Kak” Swanson ’51
(Rochester, Minn.) was recently
featured in the Rochester Post-Bulletin
for her pioneering efforts in girls
sports. “Coach Kak” entered teaching
and coaching shortly after graduating
from Winona State and started girls’
sports program in Columbia Heights
and Rochester. Her swim teams at
Mayo High School won 50 of 51
regular season dual meets from 1974
through 1980. She was also an outstanding volleyball coach. She retired
from full-time teaching and coaching
in 1980 but continued to make her
mark in Rochester: she and her husband co-founded the Ronald McDonald House there and they shared the
Mayor’s Medal of Honor in 2009.

1960s

Don Klagge ’60/’64 (Winona) was
honored with Kerwin Engelhart Award
for his outstanding service to Winona
Senior High School and Region 1AA.

Don was the Winhawks’ athletic director from 1978-2000. During his time
there, he added nine varsity sports
and increased student participation.

1970s

Lorne Grosso ’74 (Rochester, Minn.)
has received the 2012 Kerwin Engelhart Award. The longtime Rochester
Mayo High School hockey coach has
more than 600 career wins, the most
by a Minnesota high school hockey
coach.
Katie (Buck) Baab ’77 (Winona)
writes that she finished her degree
at Winona State at age 47 and then
landed her dream job: teaching
English as a second language to IBM
employees and high school students.
She also raised her four children to
successful lives and careers,

1980s

Cindy (Owen) Sloan ’82 (Heron
Lake, Minn.) has been named softball
coach at Austin High School. She was
most recently volleyball and softball

coach at Southwest Star Concept High
School. In addition, Cindy has more
than 30 years of teaching experience
and will teach special education at
Austin.
John Blondell ’83 (Santa Barbara,
Calif.) recently directed Henry VI, Part
3 for the Bitola (Macedonia) National
Theatre, which played at Shakespeare’s Globe London. Produced in
anticipation of the recently completed
Summer Games, the festival was part
of London’s Cultural Olympiad, and
featured all 37 of Shakespeare’s plays
performed in 37 different languages.
John is director of theatre and professor of theatre arts at Westmont
College.
William Ihrke ’87 (Plainview, Minn.),
head football coach for PlainviewElgin-Millville High School, was picked
to coach the Minnesota All-Star Football Game. He began his high school
coaching career while still a student at
WSU, coaching wrestling at Houston High School after the Warriors’
football season ended. In 15 years
at P-E-M, Bill has compiled a 125-37
record with four section titles and one
state championship in 2002.

New Leader for Alumni Relations
Ann MacDonald ’01 has been named Winona State’s new interim director of Alumni Relations.
MacDonald has been at WSU since 1997 and most recently served as director of Educational
Improvement and Leadership and worked in Outreach and Continuing Education. She has more
than 30 years of experience in leadership and partnership development, making her a good fit
for connecting with the university’s 50,000 alumni worldwide.
“My work here at Winona State has focused on providing leadership and professional development programs for area businesses and industry as well as the university,” said MacDonald. “This
position gives me the opportunity to create programs that will help our graduates enhance their
personal and professional expertise as well as remain connected with each other and the university.”
MacDonald earned her bachelor’s at Truman State University and master’s in training and
development at WSU. She co-developed the first Applied Educational Lean Facilitator
Certificate program in the country and is also certified to facilitate numerous professional
development programs.

Class Notes
Dan Schumacher ’89 (Channahon,
Ill.) has been named athletic director
at Chicago State University. He moves
to the NCAA Division I Cougars’ head
athletics position after spending the
past six years at Lewis University in
Joliet. Dan was an All-America football
player at Winona State and worked
for the Warriors’ Athletic Department
from 2002 through 2006.

1990s

Brian Paulson ’94 (Winona) is the new
men’s golf coach at Winona State. The
former Warriors’ standout is also assistant pro at The Bridges Golf Course
in Winona. The three-time All-America
was medalist at both the NAIA and
NCAA District Championships in 1993
and 1994.
Tim Bronk ’97 (Laurel, Mont.), who
earned his master’s in educational
leadership at WSU, is superintendent
of the Laurel Schools.

Ranae Case-Evenson ’97 (Cass Lake,
Minn.) is the new principal of Wilson
Elementary School in the AnokaHennepin School District. Since 2009,
the former elementary and English
and social studies teacher had been
principal at Eisenhower Elementary
School.
Anna Derocher ’98 (Rockford, Ill.) has
been named managing editor of the
Rockford Register Star. The WSU mass
communications graduate and former
editor of the Winonan has been with
the newspaper since 2000 as a reporter, project manager, and assistant
managing editor.

2000s

Chad Dull ’00 (Coon Valley, Wis.),
dean of Instructional Services at Western Technical College, was invited by
the U.S. Department of Education to
attend its college completion symposium and think-tank session. Chad
represented the viewpoint of basic
education at the community and technical college level.

Ryan Kenaga ’01 (Winona) is a web
programmer for Vision Design Group.
He holds a bachelor’s in computer science from WSU and was recipient of
the Chicanowski/Logelin scholarship
and the Computer Science Alumni
Scholarship.
Nick Benz ’03 (Onalaska, Wis.) is the
new community development officer
for State Bank Financial. Nick joined
State Bank four years ago as community bank officer. He earned business
administration and marketing degrees
at WSU.
Jennifer (Flowers) Jepson ’03 (Lewiston, Minn.) has re-joined the Warriors
Athletic Department as associate
director of athletics.
Angela Johnson ’03 (Freeport, Ill.)
joined Family Healthcare Center in
Pecatonica as its adult nurse practitioner. She earned a master’s in nursing
at the University of Cincinnati after
graduating from WSU.

Turning Tragedy Into Triumph
On November 11, 1997 Tasha Schuh’s ‘03 life changed forever when she accidentally stepped through a trap door during a high school theater rehearsal. While the
16-foot fall left her a quadriplegic, Tasha went on to graduate from high school and
earn a degree in communication studies from Winona State in 2003.
This summer, Tasha returned to the spotlight when she was crowned Ms. Wheelchair
USA in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. The reigning Ms. Wheelchair Wisconsin competed
with eight other contestants for the title.
She earned a second bachelor’s in theology at Maranatha College in 2007 and
has worked as a motivational speaker for the past seven years. It’s been a big year for
Tasha: she’s just finished a book, My Last Step Backwards, and she’s recently engaged with
a wedding planned for next August. Find out more at: www.tashaschuh.com.
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Distinguished Company
Winona State Alumni Relations honored its 2012 Distinguished Alumni and Athletic
Hall of Fame honorees during WSU Homecoming on October 18 and 19.
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Distinguished Alumni
Charles “Barney” Fox ’54 played baseball for the Warriors and went on to a long career
teaching high school business and coaching baseball.

Dr. Timothy Meyer ’90 was Student Senate president at WSU and continued to earn a doctorate in
osteopathic medicine. Currently, he is chief medical officer and chief of staff at Memorial Medical
Center in Neillsville, Wis.
Distinguished Faculty & Staff
Dr. Frederick W. Foss taught chemistry at WSU for 41 years, touching the lives of more than
17,000 students.

Fred and Sandy Olson both spent their careers teaching mathematics. Fred founded the statistics
program at WSU and introduced computer programming; Sandy started multiple courses and the
math minor for elementary education majors at WSU.

Distinguished Young A lumna
Echo Huang ’95 has built a successful career as an accountant, financial advisor, and philanthropist.
Read her story beginning on page 14 in this issue of Currents.

Distinguished Service (Posthumous)
Dr. Richard Jarvinen, professor of mathematics and statistics, taught at WSU from 1989 to 2010. In
addition, he consulted with the Johnson Space Center and was instrumental in diagnosing the failure
of the Spaceshuttle Challenger. Jarvinen passed away on July 6, 2011.
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Athletic H all of Fame
George Benedict ’71 was a standout football and basketball player before interrupting his career to
serve in Vietnam with the U.S. Army.
Carol Feldmann ’68, a member of the tennis, volleyball, softball, and basketball programs, won the
first “W” presented to a female student-athlete while advancing to the National Collegiate Tennis
Championship.
William McNary ’69 was an All-America defensive lineman who led the Warriors to an NSC
title in 1968.
Kyle Schlaak ’01 powered WSU to back-to-back NSIC basketball championships and is fourth on the
Warriors’ all-time scoring list.
Cyndy Schubbe ’02/’10 was a dominant pitching force for the Warriors’ softball team and is at or near
the top in every major pitching category at WSU.
Charles Weisbrod ’63/’66 pitched Winona State to conference, area, and district championships and
the NAIA World Series for three straight years.
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Class Notes
Join Us on

@ www.facebook.com/WinonaStateAlumniandFriends
							@ winona.edu/WinonaStateU

Jenny (Johnson) ’04 and Jamie
Carrier ’04 (Rushford, Minn.) welcomed
their second child, Clayton Curtis, on
June 8. Both Jenny and Jamie played
basketball at WSU. They also have a
daughter, Makenzie, who is aged 5.

Ryan Eversman ’05 and Narjis
Batool ’08 (Rochester, Minn.) tied the
knot on July 3. Narjis works as a registered nurse in the neuro-ICU for Mayo
Clinic. Ryan is an assistant principal at
Willow Creek Middle School.

Travis Whipple ’08 (Winona) has
returned to his alma mater as assistant
director of athletics.

Craig Dietz ’04 (Fairmont, Minn.)
married Catherine Switras on September 1. Craig works as a process control
manager at United Health Group
while Catherine attends National
American University.

Travis Boddy ’06 and Cassie
Longueville ’07 (Winona) married on
October 13. Cassie works at Winona
Health while Travis works at Fastenal.

Don Erdall ’09 (Bloomington, Minn.)
pitched this summer with the La
Crosse Loggers of the Northwoods
League. He also works in financial
services in the Twin Cities and coaches
baseball and hockey.

Donovan Germain ’04 (Austin, Minn.)
is making good on his music career.
After earning his degree in vocal music education, he has been successful
performing in musicals and with his
vocal band, Up ‘Til 2. The group has
won numerous awards and performs
for Celebrity Cruise Lines. Donovan
has also found time to write and
perform original music for voice and
guitar.
Jeffrey O’Donnell ’04 (Rushford,
Minn.) married Chelsea Kopperud
on June 30. Jeffrey is self-employed
in Rushford while Chelsea works at
Fastenal.

Adam Blaschko ’07 and Alyssa
Schultz ’08 (LeCenter, Minn.) married
on August 25.
Mandi (Stutzka) Johnson ’07
(Princeton, Minn.) and husband,
Gordie, welcomed their first child,
son Brantley James, on June 26.
Cassandra (Tomfohrde) Benter ’08
(Winona) married Ryan Benter on
September 29. Cassandra earned
her bachelor’s in social work and is
employed at Hiawatha Homes in
Rochester.
Nicole (Lyon) Schultz ’08 (Winona)
married Scott Schultz on August 4.

Enjoy our “Young Alums at Work” issue?
Let us know your career story!
Submit notes, photos, and news www.winona.edu/currents.
Email class notes to alumni@winona.edu or currents@winona.edu.
Mail notes to Alumni Relations, P.O. Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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Katy (Anderson) Bos ’09 (Rochester,
Minn.) was married on July 14.

Jake Runestad ’09 (Minneapolis,
Minn.) has been awarded a commission from the American Choral Directors Association of Minnesota and the
Minnesota Music Educators Association to compose for the 2014 All-State
Women’s Choir.
Sarah Simonsen ‘09 (Lakeville, Minn.)
married Preston Fenske on September
15. Sarah works at Travelers Insurance
Co. Preston works at Menard’s.

Christine (Reiland) ’10 and Kevin
Kallas ’10 (Brooklyn Park, Minn.)
married on October 20. Christine is
a registered nurse at Mayo Clinic in
Rochester. Kevin is a financial analyst
at IBM, also in Rochester.
Sharon Gage ’11 and Aaron Ruff ’11
(Wausau, Wis.) married on September
29. Sharon works as a family advocate
for the Women’s Community. Aaron
is public health educator with the
Marathon County Health Department.
Sharon and Aaron met during the first
few weeks of their freshman year at
WSU.
Sarah (Pasche) Gudmundson ’11
(Rollingstone, Minn.) married Shane
Gudmundson on August 11.

Flying High
William Pischke ’84 proudly displays the Winona
State Warrior and school colors along with the U.S.
flag at his home in Renwick, Iowa. Pischke had the
flag custom-made this past summer so he could
display his school pride to his north central Iowa
community. Pischke graduated with a degree in
criminal justice and currently works for the Iowa Department of Human
Services. He and his wife, Cindy, have two sons, Jeremy ’00 and Jason.

Podiatrist Wins Award
Alyssa Stephenson ’95 has been named the 2013 recipient of the Rising Star
Award by the American Podiatric Medicine Association. It awards members
for astounding accomplishments in scientific, professional, or civic endeavors
who have been in practice for no more than ten years. She will receive the
award next March in Washington, D.C.

Jennifer Zylstra ’11 (Stewartville,
Minn.) married Joshua Datta on
October 13. Jennifer works for the
Stewartville Public Schools. Joshua is
working at Fastenal while completing
his degree at WSU.
Danielle Yeadon ’12 (Stewartville,
Minn.) married Alexander Strain on
August 11. Danielle works as a laboratory assistant at Mayo Clinic; Alexander is a journalist at People’s Press in
Owatonna.

Alyssa has been active with the National
Board of Podiatric Medical Examiners Test
Development Committee, ABPS Exam
Committee, has lead efforts to have hospitals
in her area recognize full-scope of practice for
podiatrists, and is currently president of the
Wisconsin Society for Podiatric Medicine.

Looking Good
We reported this baby announcement in the last issue of
Currents, but this baby photo was too good to pass up:
Abigail Hope was welcomed on November 5, 2010 by
Meghan (Anderson) ’00 and Erik ’01 Leverenz
(Grayslake, Ill.). She joined her big sister, Kaitlyn.
We enjoy receiving your baby pictures and publish
selections in each issue of Currents. Email your baby
photos to alumni@winona.edu, or, submit them at the
Alumni & Friends website: www.alumni.winona.edu.
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In Memoriam
1920s

Virginia Anderson Soenke ’29
(Salinas, Calif.) passed away on
November 2. She had celebrated her
104th birthday only two weeks prior,
on October 16. After graduating from
Winona State, Virginia taught at a
one-room schoolhouse before earning
an advanced degree at the University
of Minnesota, graduating cum laude.
She worked as a librarian at Salinas
High School in California after World
War II. She was an avid bridge player,
golfer, walker, and lifelong learner.

1940s

Alden Knatterud ’46
(Fargo, N.D.) passed
away on October 26. He
earned his BS degrees
with honors in sociology
at Winona State and his
master’s in educational administration
at the University of Minnesota a year
later. He served in the U.S. Army Air
Corps during World War II, training
pilots. Alden was the principal of
several schools in southern Minnesota
before moving to Moorhead, where
he was principal of the senior high
school from 1956 to 1977. He then
taught philosophy of education and
supervised student teachers at Moorhead State University. His brother,
Gerald ’54, who passed away in 2003,
was also a Winona State alumnus and
former member of the WSU Foundation Board of Trustees.
Jeanette (Hovden) Almquist ’47
(La Crosse, Wis.) passed away on April
6. She earned her BS in education at
Winona State and taught kindergarten
in Iowa and Michigan before the birth
of her first daughter.
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Kathleen (Hester) Crotty ’47 (Great
Falls, Minn.), a retired kindergarten
teacher for the Santa Barbara School
District, died of natural causes on
December 23, 2011.
Mildred A. (Hoffman) Carlson ’48
(Austin, Minn.) passed away on August
22. After receiving her degree in
education, she taught in Harmony and
returned to teaching in 1960 following
her husband’s death. Mildred taught
English, social studies, and history for
26 years at Ellis Junior High School.
Irene A. Steffensmeier ’49 (Flandreau, S.D.) passed away on October
6. She taught English at Flandreau
High School for more than 20 years,
taking a leave in 1980 to join her
daughter, who was teaching in
Germany. Irene soon was also teaching at Kaiserslautern High School and
later working as librarian at Landstuhl
Elementary School. She retired in 1995
after a 35-year teaching career.

1950s

Jeanne M. (Warmka) Fugle ’56
(Shakopee Minn.) passed away on July
26. She earned an education degree
and taught for several years before
becoming a mother and homemaker
in Easton.
Karl Yatooma ’57 (Guild, Tenn.), a
retired teacher, passed away on June
22 at his home.
Leo J. Pronschinske ’59 (New Berlin,
Wis.) passed away on November 1. He
earned his bachelor’s at Winona State
and master’s degree at Aurora University. Leo was a science instructor for 34
years in the East Troy schools.

He also avidly researched his family’s
genealogy and wrote a book on its
origins, as well as leading several trips
to its ancestral villages in Europe.

1960s

Violet R. (Bittner) Baures ’65
(Fountain City, Wis.) passed away on
August 9. She returned to WSU to
complete her teaching degree while
raising five boys and taught for more
than 20 years at Cochrane-Fountain
City School. Along with her husband,
she started Valley Herb Gardens which
contained more than 300 different
herbs and medicinal plants.
Adeline Longworth ’66 (Austin,
Minn.) passed away on August 3. She
earned her BS in teaching, at the
same time commuting to teach in Lyle
and Glenville. Adeline was an educator for more than 30 years and was
instrumental in the lives of all those
she taught.
Robert J. “Bob” Maus ’67 (Lexington, Ill.) passed away on October 27.
After graduating from WSU he earned
his PhD at Illinois State University. He
started his career as a social worker
and later worked in public and private
school administration.

1970s

Josephine Magdalena (Beckwith)
Gerlach ’70 (Winona) passed away
on September 4. She earned an MS
degree at Winona State and taught
at Dickinson State University in
North Dakota and then at CochraneFountain City High School until her
retirement. She had many interests,
including the AAUW, where she was
president and state officer, Daughters
of the American Revolution, and the
Winona County Historical Society.

Lee Haglund ’70 (Rochester, Minn.)
passed away on July 20. He began
his career as a teacher, but became a
legal investigator and worked for the
O’Brien Law Firm before starting his
own private investigation business.
He completed his working career with
Rochester City Line, retiring in 2011.
Suzanne (Metzler) Enebak ’71 (Taylors Falls, Minn.) passed away on July
10. She earned her bachelor’s in art at
Winona State and worked at St. Paul
Companies and W.A. Lang as a claims
adjustor for 12 years. She and her
husband, Tom, raised their family in
Burnsville, St. Paul, and finally Taylors
Falls where Suzanne took a part-time
job in the elementary school cafeteria
until 2010.
Nancy M. Stark ’76 (Rochester,
Minn.) passed away on August 14.
After graduating from WSU, she
earned her master’s in nursing at the
University of Minnesota. Nancy was
employed at Winona Health and
Mayo Clinic.
Janet J. Johnson ’77 (Winona)
passed away on October 19. She
earned her bachelor’s at the University
of Minnesota and master’s at WSU. Janet was employed by Winona Senior
High School for more than 15 years.

1980s

Leanne Marie Gilbertson ’82 (Madison, Wis.) passed away on July 31.
She earned her bachelor’s in elementary education at Winona State and
master’s at the University of Northern
Illinois. While at WSU, she was an
exchange student in Oslo, Norway.
Leanne taught for 22 years in Black
River Falls, Colby, and Madison.
Joann Carlson ’86 (Becker, Minn.)
passed away on November 5. She
began her accounting career with the
Federal Reserve after graduating

from high school and later attended
Rochester Community College and
WSU, where she earned a degree in
accounting. She worked as controller
for Williams Publications before retiring to Becker.
Steve Kereakos ’89 (Rochester,
Minn.) passed away on October 28.
He earned his bachelor’s at the University of Minnesota, where he played on
the 1961 and 1962 Rose Bowl football
teams, and master’s from Winona
State. He worked at the State Hospital
in Rochester, Quarry Hill Treatment
Program, and Rochester Community
and Technical College, where he
was an instructor, administrator, and
football coach for 27 years. He won
MCCC coach of the year four times
and NJCAA Region XIII coach of the
year two times.

1990s

Karlyn Keuter-King ’95 (Houston,
Texas) passed away on May 31 following a fight with cancer. Active in
volleyball and softball while at Winona
State, she was also a talented singer.
She was most recently employed by
Bank of America Merchant Services
and was an active volunteer at St. Vincent de Paul Church and school.
Shari Lynn (Dahl) Oldenburg ’98
(Rochester, Minn.) passed away on
July 12 after battling a rare form of
cancer. She received an accounting
degree at WSU and worked for more
than 30 years at Mayo Clinic.

2000s

Karin “Kari”
Bowerman ’08
(Winona) passed away
in August while visiting
Vietnam. She was on
vacation from her teaching position in South Korea. While the
circumstances of her death remain
unclear, Kari became sick while
in Nha Trang, a popular tourist

destination, and passed away apparently of respiratory failure after being
taken to the hospital.

Faculty,
Staff & Friends
Mary Ann Boyd (Winona) passed
away on November 1. For 24 years she
worked as a lab technician at Winona
State and, on her retirement, received
the Member Emeritus Award from the
WSU Chemistry Department.
Ray Brooks (Winona) passed away
on September 9. He taught in North
Dakota and Minnesota and spent 27
years as faculty member at Winona
State, retiring in 1992. Memorials
may be directed to the Ray Brooks
Scholarship Fund through the WSU
Foundation.
Kathy Gudmundson (Winona), who
worked at Winona State from 1980 to
2007 and was staff development
coordinator in Teaching, Learning
& Technology, passed away on
October 9.
Phyllis Malotka (Winona) passed
away on October 3 at her home. She
was employed at Winona State in the
Publications Office until her retirement
in 1990. Phyllis was the mother-in-law
of Pat Malotka, who works in Creative
Services at WSU and on the magazine.
Kenneth Wynia (Winona) passed
away on August 9. A veteran of the
U.S. Army, he worked at WSU for 40
years as a carpenter before retiring in
2001 and starting Ken’s Carpentry.
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Current People: Eric Barnard
If you’re looking for something to do in
Winona, Eric Barnard ’11 has a few ideas.
Barnard is director of the Outdoor Education and Recreation Center at Winona State, which opened this fall.
During the center’s first month, Barnard has sent more than
a thousand students, faculty, staff, and community members
into the great outdoors, inspiring them to develop a closer
relationship with the land they inhabit.
He moved back to Winona in 2009 – Barnard attended
WSU briefly as an undergraduate and his wife, Amber ’02,
is an alumna – with plans to create an outdoor education
program based on one he had seen as a student at Idaho
State University. “There’s more potential for outdoor
recreation here in Winona than any community in the U.S.,”
he says in an office stocked with ropes, backpacks, and
camping equipment.
A busy two years followed. While he earned a master’s in
educational leadership, Barnard looked at other centers,
gauged campus and community interest, built partnerships,
and developed operation plans. In August 2012, the center
was open and Barnard’s dream of making Winona State a
nexus of outdoor activity a reality.

The Outdoor Education and Recreation Center provides
everything an outdoorsman – experienced or novice –
needs to enjoy the bluffs, backwaters, and prairies of
southeast Minnesota. Barnard and his student staff also
organize outings, offer instruction on enjoying the outdoors
safely, and help faculty build outdoor experiences into
their courses.
“All of the equipment and expertise is in one place,” says
Barnard. “If people know what opportunities we have here,
and we make it accessible, they’re going to get out there.”
Love for the outdoors comes naturally to Barnard. As a boy
he roamed the refuges around Baraboo, Wisconsin, with the
grandson of Nina Leopold. Her father, scientist and writer
Aldo Leopold, was influential in the development of modern
environmental ethics and wilderness conservation.
Barnard discovered a lifelong passion at 20 when he
climbed his first rock. He earned his bachelor’s in outdoor
education and later became an instructor at the National
Outdoor Leadership School in Wyoming. Now he’s found a
hold in Winona, spending his days teaching climbing, map
and GPS navigation, paddling, and outdoor ethics.
He sees similar potential in the Outdoor Education and
Recreation Center. “We don’t want users of the center to
go kayaking just once, or climbing once,” says Barnard.

“Our goal is to inspire them to do these things the rest of their lives: to be healthy
and develop an appreciation and become advocates for the outdoors.”
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By the Numbers:

Winona State’s Hard-Working
Young Alums
CPA Exam Pass Rate

Winona State accounting
students’ pass rate on the
demanding exam was the
best in the MnSCU system
and significantly above the
national average of 48.3%.

19

100% Placement Programs
Education and healthcare led
the list of fields with perfect
placement of 2009-10 graduates.

57.5

5

Nursing Graduates

The highest graduating class
by program in 2009-10
(about 11% of the total class).
WSU’s newly minted nurses
enjoyed a 94% placement rate
in their field.

Employed or Continuing their Education

For all 2009-10 graduates, 53.7% found full or part-time employment
in their fields, 10.9% found work unrelated to their fields, and 13.2%
continued their education. The status for 14.2% was unreported.

77.8%

Top Employers

Mayo Clinic Health System, Fastenal,
Rochester Public Schools, Wells Fargo,
and IBM were the top employers
hiring WSU 2009-10
graduates.
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The oldest member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System

The Foundation of a
great university
Melvin ’49 and Lois ’49 Kirkland taught for more than three
decades in the Seattle public schools. Melvin, a special
education instructor, and Lois, an elementary teacher, touched
more lives than they could have imagined through their
dedication and passion for teaching.
Although Lois passed away in 2003 and Melvin in 2008, they
continue to share their love of learning with the students of
Winona State. They left their entire estate -- the largest ever
single gift to Winona State – to the WSU Foundation to be
used for scholarships for aspiring teachers.
Like the Kirklands, your planned gift – large or small – will
support students and programs far into the future. It may also
provide significant estate and tax benefits for you and your
family.
The 1858 Founders Society recognizes the special people who
create their own legacy by providing for WSU in their estate
plans. They’ve found that there are as many ways to make a
planned gift as there are needs to be met.
Look inside for the 2011-12 Donor Honor Roll and the 1858
Founders Society members who have chosen to give through
their estates. Notify us of your plans for Winona State, or find
out more about including the university in your estate.

WSU Foundation
507.457.5020
wsufoundation@winona.edu
winona.edu/plannedgiving

